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You affirm your truth when you say “I nurture my pain with my wisdom.” You can change your life with ... choosing to be joyful, choosing to be encouraging, choosing to be empowering.” ...
50 Positive Affirmations That Will Bring You Joy and Success
Oakes looks at the wisdom of women mystics, and at women who have been marginalized by society because of their age or gender in The Defiant Middle: How Women Claim Life’s In-Betweens to Remake the ...
Facing Up to a Messy World
This Hanukkah, the Shine A Light campaign is a national initiative that aims to create a collective light of celebration by spreading the Jewish joy of Hanukkah.
Shine a light in the darkness this Hanukkah
One of the great illusions when life is stable is that we are in control. The pandemic has shattered that illusion; a tiny virus broke through all our expectations. Plans were disrupted; families ...
The illusion of control—and the reality of hope
He is giving us power to change. He isn’t shaking His finger or turning His face away when we come to Him with a repentant heart. He’s ready to embrace us in the midst of our sin. He loves me.
God, Is My Life Pleasing to You?
I n the annals of Roman poets, Ovid occupies a unique place. He is generally regarded as inferior to Virgil, Rome’s grandest and grandiose poet whose Aeneid still stands as Rome’s mythopoetic ...
Is Ovid Still Worth Reading?
It’s possible to pray confidently because God will listen to us with love and answer us according to his will, which reflects his great wisdom and ... spiritual lives change for the better.
5 Ways We Can Learn to Pray Confidently
As we move ever further into a digital age, there are some sound reasons for keeping collections of books in schools – but doing so because ‘we always have’ isn’t one of them… Of all of the changes ...
Online learning – Do schools still need physical libraries?
“When you are joyful ... has brought me wisdom. Acceptance, gratitude and appreciation have brought me joy and fulfillment.” — Rasheed Ogunlaru 92. “Embrace every new day with gratitude ...
150 Thanksgiving Quotes That Will Make You Feel #Blessed!
For her, creativity means embracing messy humanity and accepting ... But I think there’s a wisdom to that because your soul needs to be guided by something bigger than checking off a big, ...
Five Women Inspiring Creativity in Others
The wisdom traditions of every culture advise us ... People who become skilled at such pursuits report feeling more peaceful, joyful and connected. Neurologists are discovering that these folks ...
Magical lists can make it happen
I have to change.’ Saturn has a fearsome reputation ... this is time to glory in the undisputed wisdom of old age. Make this last Saturn Return count! Here, four women describe how Saturn ...
Harness the power of your SATURN RETURN*: *That’s the planetary turmoil that Adele blamed for her divorce. But top astrologer YASMIN BOLAND shows how this cosmic crisis can ...
Story continues I am confident that the majority of adults believe that their age and experience gives them the licence to force their wisdom onto children ... They adapt to change. They embrace ...
As a dad, the greatest parenting lesson I’ve ever learnt was one my kids taught me
I am feeling relieved, joyful and full of love for my country after the inauguration ... My hope is that folks will learn to embrace our differences, rather than criticize each other because we may be ...
Friday letters: Democracy, sage grouse, vaccines, school board, and the left
At first glance, Brown might seem similar to other best-selling providers of wisdom: writers of business ... Another Brownian maxim: “Embrace the suck.”) Brown launched “Unlocking Us ...
Brené Brown’s Empire of Emotion
wisdom and care. • Spending money within safe boundaries and joyful intention. Write out your personal “I am” statements, or borrow mine. You can shift the trajectory of your future financial ...
Personal Finance column: Spring into a healthier, happier financial life
Heartbreak, death, disease. Courtney Barnett could've made the darkest album of her career, instead the breezy Things Take Time, Take Time finds joy in all the small things.
Songs for silver linings - Courtney Barnett's Things Take Time, Take Time
As my success had always been with heavy weights, pride led me to continue their use long after I had begun to doubt the wisdom of ... illustrated in the change made by joyful or sad tidings.
The New Gymnastics
Under the patronage of Her Highness Sheikha Shamsa Bint Hamdan Al Nahyan, Wife of HH Sheikh Hamdan bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Ruler’s Representative in the Al Dhafra Region, Chairperson of the Emirates Red ...
Abu Dhabi Festival announces its line-up for the 19th edition
He said: “We have come a long way since the days of the Congress for Progressive Change CPC ... only been extraordinary but also with divine wisdom and absolute humanity, led the APC to its ...
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